Dog Education
1. 
Owner is responsible for dog at all times
. Dogs should not be left alone for long periods of
time where they may be barking or otherwise causing problems for neighbors.
2. 
Be sure that your dog is compatible with large events like this
 crowds, children, other
animals, loud music, bright lights and most of all fire. The best policy is to leave your dog at
home, but if you must bring it, he should be a dog that can handle all of the above and not one
that barks constantly or is otherwise upset.
3. If you do bring your dog, you are advised to k
eep him away from camps and parties with
loud music and fire
. Dog's hearing is very sensitive and can be damaged by loud sounds.
Please make sure that your dog is illuminated at night, for his protection and the protection of
those around him.
4.
Each individual owner can bring no more than _3_ dogs
. Attempting to skirt this
requirement by registering your dogs with more than one owner will be grounds for expulsion
from the event. Gate will take notice of this.
5. 
Each dog will have a unique number tied back to the owner
. This will be listed in their
registration materials. If complaints about the dog are made, they will be written on the owner's
registration page and AZ Burners leadership will be notified. Please make sure the tag numbers
are written on the front side of the registration page, top right corner.
6. If the dog is found running around with the owner or otherwise causing problems, depending
on the severity of the offense they 
may be issued a warning, asked to leave and/or banned
from bringing dogs to Az Burner events in the future.
These decisions will be up to AZ
Burner leadership.

